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FOREWORD

The growth of nuclear power in terms of installed capacity is
proceeding worldwide although at a slower pace than anticipated in
previous programmes. At the end of September 1987 the 408 nuclear power
plants in 26 countries with 286 GWe total net capacity generated nearly
16% of the total world's electricity production.

The 16 % of nuclear share is bringing reasonable savings in the
consumption of fossil fuels. The substitution of nuclear sources for
fossil-fuelled heating stations is proceeding slowly and still, more than
50% of fossil fuels are consumed in many countries for heating houses and
for providing process heat for industry. Economic conditions of employing
nuclear heat as a substitute for fossil are very variable in different
countries but in several of them, technico-economic studies, show a full
competitiveness of nuclear-produced heat with the fossil-producerd heat.
Quite indisputable is that the nuclear heat application is a substantial
improvement of the environment over fossil heat applications.

In accordance with the Member States' calls for information exchange
in the field of nuclear heat application (!\IHA) two IAEA meetings were
organized already in 1976 and 1977. After this "promising period", the
development of relevant programmes in IAEA Member states was slowed down
and therefore only after a several years interruption a new Technical
Committee Meeting with a Workshop was organised in late 1983, to review
the status of I\IHA, after a few new specific plans appeared in some IAEA
Member States in the early 1980's for the use of heat from existing or
constructed IMPPs and for developing nuclear heating plants (WHP).

In 1985 an Advisory Group indicated the potential of low-temperature
nuclear heat applications; the relevant Technical Document reviewing the
situation in the IAEA's Member States was published in 1986
(IAEA-TECDOC-397). Programme plans were made for 1986-88 and the IAEA was
asked to promote the exchange of information, with specific emphasis on
the design criteria, operating experience, safety requirements and
specifications for heat-only reactors, co-generation plantîs arid power
plants adapted for heat application. Because of a growing interest of the
IAEA's Member States in nuclear heat employment in the district heating
dommaine, another Advisory Group meeting was organised on "Low-Temperature
Nuclear Heat Application: Nuclear Power Plants for District Heating" in
1986. The relevant TECDOC was issued in 1987 (IAEA™TECDOC-431).

In June 1987 an Advisory Group Meeting was convened in Winnipeg,
Canada, to discuss and formulate a state-of-the-art review on "Small
Reactors for Low Temperature Wuclear Heat Application". Information on
this subject gained up to 1987 in the Member States whose experts attended
this meeting is embodied in the present Technical Report.

It is hoped that this report would serve the IAEA Member States as an
useful technical information about the status of the development of
nuclear reactors for heat supply and give also ideas to decision makers in
the field of heat provision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Present generation of Wuclear Power Plants (WPPs) clearly demonstrates
that the nuclear power plants have developed to technically proven and
commercially viable energy sources with excellent performance and
environmental cleanliness. The Three Mile Island (TMI) accident in 1979
slowed down the foreseecn growth of nuclear power development and it took
several years before again a recovery of nuclear programme appeared.
Seven years after this major accident occurred - with no fatalities -- the
Chernobyl accident in late April 1986, with loss of lives and wide
international impact due to radioactive air-pollution, reversed the
positive trends of nuclear power development. The situation differs
markedly from country to country, but with more than one year lapse of
time it can be foreseen that properly managed nuclear power will again
develop to contribute significantly to the overall energy supply.

Even if the present generation of nuclear power reactors have a
satisfactory operating record, significant development programmes are
conducted in several countries with the the aim of

- improving the effectiveness of the fuel utilization,
- increasing safety and simplicity at an enhanced reliability, and
- reducing the costs.

The main goal of these designs is to use as much "passive safety" as
possible and to reduce the dependence of the reactor operation on
engineered systems. This effort is mainly applied in reactors designed
for providing heat as a primary energy, which arc mostly based on
principles of the so-called "inherent safety". These reactors are
supposed to be working in closer vicinity to populated areas, so it is
obvious that the increase of safety and reliability is a common challenge
in all countries developing reactors for nuclear heat production.

Wider acceptance of these principles, requires further detailed
exchange of experience on actual programmes, designs and operating data
and the wish of the Advisory Group Meeting (AGM) in Winnipeg in June 1987
was to proceed further on this way.



2. NUCLEAR HEATING PLANTS

As already introduced in some previous IAEA publications
(IAEA-TECDOC-397, IAEA-TECDOC-431) specialized nuclear heating plants
(WHP) arc under different stages of development in some IAEA Member
States. Only one small unit - 2MW(t) SLOWPOKE Demonstration Reactor - is,
however, in operation since July 1987 in Canada and two large AST-500
units (500 MW(t)) are in advanced phases of construction in the USSR.
Reasons for developing these specialized sources of nuclear heat so widely
differing in sizes are very much country-dependent. On the other side
this might be one of the suppliers difficulties in the marketing effort.
2.1 General characteristics of nuclear reactors applied in IMHP

WHP are developed to substitute for classical fossil-fuelled boilers.
Some of their important characteristics are:

- heating reactors are smaller with lower core heat rating and
when based on water reactor concepts - with much lower working
temperatures and pressures compared to typical PWRs;

- designers incorporate inherent reactor core physics and heat
removal characteristics so that under no operation, transient or
even accident conditions could uncontrolled fission and/or core
melting occur;

- to achieve this as much as possible "inherent safety
systems"* natural physical laws are used to control the
reactor operation, i.e. without the necessity to activate them
using another energy;

- with the aim to site these reactors in closer vicinity to
populated areas mostly double containment and three-circuit heat
exchanging systems are applied to enhance safety;

- most reactors of the WHP are representatives of the new
generation, often challenged as S--O-S reactors (Simple, cheap
and Safe). With less engineered and more passive safety systems
their investment as well as operation costs can be reduced.

Most of these characteristics were already discussed during relevant
IAEA meetings and information can therefore be found in TECDOCS on which
references were given at the beginning of this chapter. However, some
additional ideas are introduced here to complete the overall picture of
the utilization of small-power reactors for heating purposes. These
qestions cover requirements on proven level, operability, inherent safety
and percent availability.
2.2 Main requirements for MHPs

2.2.1 Power level and the distribution temperature
The most fundamental design characteristic of a district heating

reactor is its power level. This value ultimately depends on customer

' Wote: This term is discussed in more detail in sub-chapter 2.2,3



heat consumption and the total population being served by the district
heating system. However, it is judged by most designers that 10 PlWt
represents a lower threshold for economic viability.

A key question in selecting the size of the system is the degree of
heat source redundancy. If the grid is sufficiently large, it becomes
practical to incorporate multiple small modular heat sources to achieve
high reliability. This approach also allows incremental heat source
additions as the grid size grows.

The cost of the heat distributing network can be a substantial part of
the total heat-supply cost mainly when large centralized district heating
systems are developed (such as i.e. in USSR, Czechoslovakia, etc.) When
smaller areas are supplied by heat in form of warm water, then not only is
the distribution grid more simple and cheaper, but also the water
temperature can be less than 100°C thus allowing atmospheric pressure
reactors.

An interesting consideration for selecting the size of the heat source
is the heat demand profile. The peak demand for most district heating
networks extends for only a small fraction of the year. Thus, it may be
economically advantageous to size the nuclear unit for a base loaded
capacity which is less than peak demand but covers the bulk of the demand
profile. Inexpensive supplemental fossil boilers can then be used for
periods of peak usage,

Safety could be an important factor in determining the reactor size.
The risk to the public is generally a sub-linear function of reactor size
with constant design. For this case a grid served by multiple small
reactors could present a greater risk to the public than a grid served by
fewer large reactors. However, small reactors are more amenable to
inherent safety features which can markedly reduce the risk to the
public. This can offset the sublinear relation between risk and size.
This question is best answered by a quantitative probabilistic risk
assessment of each approach to determine the lowest risk configuration.

Public acceptance could play a role in the selection of number and
size of reactors serving the grid. In some areas it may be more
acceptable to the public if a few reactors are located at a
single-well-protected site, than to have multiple small reactors at
several sites.

2.2.2 Operability

The key aspect of operability is whether the nuclear heating
plant should be manned or unmanned. Somewhat independent of this question
is whether the plant should be automated. For small nuclear plants, the
cost of the operating and maintenance staff could be the largest
contribution to the operating expense, thus making an unmanned plant
economically more attractive. Automation of the plant, especially the
safety functions, is considered to be a positive contribution to plant
safety. Incorporation of inherent safety features reduces or eliminates
the need to design complex automated safety features and provides more
confidence in an unmanned system. Because smaller plants can be made
inherently safe to a greater degree than larger plants, it may be easier
to license small plants for unmanned operation.

An argument can be made that external events such as natural
phenomena, aircraft crashes, explosions, terrorist acts, etc. cannot be



completely anticipated by the plant designers. Thus, an operator would be
required. A balancing argument is that plants could be remotely monitored
and if a problem occurs, standby personnel could be dispatched to the
site. In order for remote monitoring to be attractive, the plant would
haue to exhibit very long time constants for all threatening incidents.

If one takes the typical Swedish PIUS concept into consideration as
the representative of an "inherent safe" reactor, then phenomena like
aircraft crashes, explosions, terrorist acts and even a non-nuclear war or
sabotage cannot cause an accident that threatens the public. It is, of
course, not easy to demonstrate this to the public and to the licensing
body.

The question whether the plant should be manned or unmanned must be
examined from several points of view. Is the expense of an operating
staff justified on the basis of safety, investment protection, or is it
necessary for public acceptance?

The Canadian SLOWPOKE-2 research reactors, on which their heating
reactor design is based, are currently licensed for unattended, remotely
monitored, operation for periods up to 72 hours. In the case of the
"Slowpoke-nuclear heating plant" the operation philosophy is based on the
fact that the WHP will only be one of a number of heat sources supplying
the needs of a building complex or a district heating system. There will
also be fossil fired boilers for peaking and backup capacity. Thus there
will be a requirement for qualified staff to operate the heat supply
system, no matter what it consists of. These staff could easily perform
any routine duties required by the Slowpoke such as surveillance and
protective system tests. There will be no need for highly trained nuclear
operators to be sitting in the Slowpoke control room; in the event of an
occurrance such as a fire or other external event, the reactor could be
safely shut down if necessary by the operating staff, either from outside
or inside the reactor building, A trained nuclear operator would be
available for call-in on short notice when required to perform more
complex duties, however his presence would not be required for a safe
shutdown of the reactor. An experienced crew (probably from another AECL
site) would also be available for performing the annual maintenance, fuel
changing, etc.

2.2.3 Inherent safety
Inherent safety is a major desirable characteristics of district

heating plants. Such plants, by necessity, must be located near
population centres. This differs from electric power producing nuclear
plants which could be located at greater distance. Thus, district heat
reactors should have the greater safety protection afforded by inherent
safety features.

Inherent safety features are defined as characteristics of the process
design which rely on the fundamental physical laws to prevent or mitigate
the consequences to the public from abnormal occurrences or accidents. )
*) Mote: W. Seifritz in his article "Sicherheitseigenschaften kleiner

Heizreaktoren" [Atomwirtschaft, August/September 1987, p.437-9]
defines inherent safety as making use of courses or mechanisms
operating on natural laws, i.e. without any free energy
lead-in. These processes are moving the reactor safety from
probably unsafe toward probably safe state, are of "dissipation"
character and run irreversible with growing-up entropy.
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Inherent safety features include:
- A large negative temperature coefficient of reactivity which

counteracts uncontrolled reactivity additions or anticipated
transients without scram,

- Shutdown heat removal by natural convection and/or conduction.
- Low operating pressure.

Designs which are not susceptible to loss of coolant.
Containment of radioactivity at high temperatures.

- Long periods of time before corrective action is required.

In some cases, implementation of inherent safety features can be more
expensive than active safety features.
2.2.4 Percent availability

A criteria must be established for guaranteeing heat to the grid
users. Although quantitative values were not proposed during this AGM,
some more details can be found in IAEA TECDOCS 397 or 431. It would be
expected that such systems would have to have availabilities approaching
that of the electrical distribution system. The inherenl heat capacity in
the distribution network and homes may enable tolerance of slightly lower
availabilities.

The requirement for individual plant availability is tied to the
approach to redundancy. If the grid is large compared to reactor size,
then it is practical to provide redundance with additional small nuclear
plants. However, for most district heating networks it will be more
practical to provide redundance in the form of backup fossil heated
boilers. As in the use of electrical networks, the system should be base
loaded with high capital cost — low fuel cost systems. Low capital cost -•
high fuel cost systems should be the backup units. Examples of actual
district heating networks generally have in excess of 100% redundancy. So
it is for example with the Soviet nuclear heating stations AST-500 built
in Gorki arid Voronezh which are both of them twins. It is conceivable
that a potential loss of a 500 MW(t) source in a heat distribution system
recalls for a high redundance, on the other side the growth of the
investment costs might be high. The Canadian approach differs
substantially because relatively small heat sources are used compared to
the overall system size with adequate backup capacity available. For
example if the Slowpoke reactor shut down in the middle of the night due
to an equipment failure, it would probably not be justifiable in calling
in the maintenance crew to fix it immediately. Rather the repairs could
be carried out during normal working hours at lower cost. Similarly, it
is not justifiable to spend a lot of extra capital to build an extremely
reliable facility when the only penalty for being out of service is the
cost difference between the different production methods. This argument
of course applies only to operational reliability (or availability), not
safety reliability which cannot be compromised.

l\lo general conclusions can be made on the basis of such examples
because it all depends very much on the specific country conditions.
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3. REACTOR CONCEPTS APPLIED TO NHPs IN THE IAEA MEMBER STATES

This chapter shows the status of new developments applied or aimed to
be applied in those Agency Member States which participated in the
Advisory Group Mooting in Winnipeg. For those who took part in previous
meetings dealing with the nuclear heat application, relevant parts are
suppléments to the IAEA fhCDOC-397 or IAEA ITCDOC-431 or a "progress
report" for the elapsed time. Short information is also attached
concerning the OI-'CD countries, based on the presentation of the WEA/OKCD
représentât]ve.

3 1 CfiMADA

In a major departure from traditional nuclear power technology,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has developed the SLOWPOKE Energy
System -- a nuclear heat source specially designed to satisfy the needs of
local heating systems used by buildings and institutions. By delivering
10 MW of thermal energy in water at 85°C, over 150 000 square metres of
floor area can be economically heated with an inflation resistant fuel
source .

Since the purpose is to supply low grade heat to users who are located
throughout a series of buildings or building complexes, there are a number
of design requirements that are different from nuclear electricity
generation.

The economics of hot water heat distribution systems dictate that the
heat source must be located close to the load and hence to people. This
means that a major factor must be unquestionable safety. Radiological
protection must be achieved by the action of processes that are intrinsic
to the heat source and not dependent on specially engineered
electro- mechanical systems. The goal is to l i m i t the consequences from
all credible and even incredible accidents to a level that is acceptable
to the people who live closeby. In addition to the engineering challenge,
this presents a social challenge in expressing the safety features in a
way that is readily understood by people with limited knowledge of nuclear
technology .

From an analysis of the annual heat load curves in many buildings in
several countries, it has been concluded that a nuclear heating system
satisfying approximately 50% of the peak heat demand and used in a base
load capacity could provide up to 90% of the annual heat requirements By
using a low capital cost fossil fired system to satisfy the peaking
requirements and to serve as a backup to the more capital intensive
nuclear heating system, the overall system redundancy requirements can be
met at the lowest cost. For such a system, AECL has concluded that the
optimum si^e is in the 2-10 MWt range. At this low power level, the
reactor can be designed with inherent safety features that cannot be
achieved at higher power levels.

The technological challenge was to implement the engineering design of
a nuclear heat source that can be economically competitive with fossil
fuelled systems. The key to achieving this goal was to eliminate complex
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systems and keep operating costs to a minimum. The SLOWPOKE Energy System
was therefore designed to eliminate the need for a team of dedicated,
hands-on operating staff being in full time attendance while the reactor
is operating. In practical terms, the SLOWPOKE Energy System is being
considered much like the oil, coal or natural gas boilers it is designed
to replace. The concept of walk-away safety is implicit in unattended
operation and in gaining the public acceptance that is required.
Sy s tern Des c r i pt ion

In keeping with these design requirements, the 10 PlWt SLOWPOKE Energy
System, designated SES-1Q, is a pool-type reactor designed to operate at
atmospheric pressure. This eliminates the need for a nuclear pressure
vessel. Consequently, loss-of-coolant caused by dopressuri/ation is
impossible. The reactor core, coolant riser duct and the primary heat
exchangers are installed in the pool contained inside a steel-lined
concrete vault. This double containment of the pool-water prevents
loss-of-coolant caused by leakage. The arrangement of SFIS-10 is similar
to the 2 MWt demonstration reactor illustrated in Figure 1.

Key to cutaway
1. Core (4 bundles)
2. Control rod
3. Hot riser duct
4. Primary heat exchanger
5. Cover plate
6. Water purification system
7. Secondary heat exchanger
6. Circulating pumps
9. Control room

FIG.1. SLOWPOKE demonstration reactor.
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The pool water serves as both the heat transfer medium and the
shielding. The core is cooled by natural circulation of the pool water
through the plate type heat exchangers. There is therefore no risk of
loss-of-cooling by mechanical or electrical failure,

The pool water is continuously pumped through ion exchange columns to
maintain water chemistry and control corrosion. The ion exchange columns
can also remove fission products from defective fuel and other
impurities. The reactor pool is covered by an insulated lid, enclosing a
gas space over the pool. The air and water vapour are continuously
circulated through a purification system and hydrogen recombiner. After
filtering and monitoring, a small fraction of the circulating cover gas is
vented by way of the building ventilation exhaust system.

The goal of the SES--10 design was to fully automate all essential
systems, thus allowing the unit to be operated for extended periods
without an operator in the reactor building. Essential instruments will
be monitored at one or more remote locations and a licensed operator will
always be on call, either by telephone or personal paging system. A
single remote monitoring centre could manage the heating and ventilating
requirements of many building complexes in a number of towns, cities or
regions. Local staff would be responsible for maintaining and testing
equipment and responding to specific alarm conditions. It is anticipated
that these local responsibilities can be undertaken by the existing
heating plant staff. Although the local staff will have the authority to
shut the reactor down in the event of an abnormal condition being
observed, the licensed operator will have to be present for startup.
Safety Principles

One of the fundamental driving forces of the design is the safety
philosophy. The primary goal is to meet all Canadian regulatory
requirements in a manner that permits unattended operation with remote
monitoring for periods of weeks or longer. This implies system diversity
and defence-in-depth as the overall safety philosophy.

The inherent safety features of the SES-10 design include a negative
fuel temperature reactivity coefficient and negative coolant temperature
and void reactivity coefficients, all of which attenuate power transients
following loss~-of--regulation. In addition, primary heat transport is by a
natural circulating system requiring no external power source to maintain
coolant flow through the core during operation or shutdown.

The engineered systems include:
- the robust fuel,
- a double containment pool with no penetrations,
- a large pool volume to mitigate the consequences of any transients,
- slow reactivity addition rates,
- a fully redundant control system,
- separate and diverse shutdown systems dedicated to safety, and

a cooling system to remove fission product decay heat during shutdown.
The normally accepted codes and standards have been used for the

design and fabrication of components and systems. A quality assurance
program has been instituted for all aspects of the commercial
installations.
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CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION

The SES-10 concept has the advantage of a sound technological base.
For over twenty years, AECL has been involved in the development of small
nuclear reactors. This program has led to the progressive evolution of
the SLOWPOKE concept. The first product was the SLOWPOKE Research Reactor
which was first introduced commercially in 1972 and remains part of the
AECL product line.

The realization that many of the key design criteria of the research
reactor were similar to those required for a heating reactor, led the
developers to optimize the reactor for heat production rather than
neutrons and yet retain the essential safety features of the concept.
This work culminated in the construction and operation of the SLOWPOKE
demonstration heating reactor at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment (WNRE) in Manitoba.

SLOWPOKE Research Reactor
The SLOWPOKE Research Reactor is a low cost, pool-type reactor

producing a thermal neutron flux of 10̂ n. cm"~2. s-l in the berryllium
reflector surrounding the core. It is used primarily for neutron
activation analysis and as a university teaching and research tool. Since
the startup of the prototype in 1970, eight units have been installed in
urban areas and have accumulated over 60 reactor-years of reliable
operation. They are also the only commercial reactors in the world to be
licensed for unattended operation for periods up to 72 hours.
SLOWPOKE Demonstration Reactor

The SLOWPOKE Demonstration Reactor (SDR) was designed to operate at 2
MWt and incorporates the key technical features of the research reactor,
namely; atmospheric pressure, natural convetion cooling, remote monitoring
instead of an on-site operator and unquestionable safety. The primary
prupose in designing, constructing and testing this facility is to
validate that the technical, economic and safety criteria for the nuclear
heating reactor concept can be met.

The SDR facility, for which key design parameters are given in Table
1, is shown schematically in Figure 1 This unit was put into operation
in July 1987. Tn addition to being used as an experimental and
development tool, SDR is to be used as a full scale demonstration of
building heating. Several of the buildings at the Whiteshell site are
being converted to hot water heating to use the full 2 MW of thermal
energy in a base load capacity.

These tests and demonstration programs have been designed to verify
all the essential features of reliability, availability and
maintainability of SLOWPOKE Energy Systems in commercial applications.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A SLOWPOKE Energy System naturally requires a substantially lower
capital investment than a nuclear electric power station such as a CANDU
or a PWR. However, it is also very important to note that the capital
investment in terms of $/MW of thermal capacity is also significantly
lower. This is the result of many factors including elimination of the
complexity of pressurized systems and short construction times
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Table 1
THE" KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE SLOWPOKE DEMONSTRATION REACTOR

CORE(Square cross-section)
FUEL ELEMENTS (U02, Zr clad)

Thermal Power 2 MWt Length
487 mm
Length arid Width 284 mm Diameter
13,1 mm
Height 495 mm Mass of Uranium
0.51 kg
Enrichment 4.9% Maximum Heat Flux 105
W.cm"2
Number of Fuel Bundles 4
Average Heat Flux 50 W.cnV""^
Energy Production 4.0 MW.A

POOL BUII DING

Diameter 4300 mm Length
13.7 m
Water depth 9040 mm Width
11.5 m
Water volume 131 300 1 Height
10.4 m
Cover gas volume l'j 400 1 Volume
1640 m3

(approximately one year). This leads to the conclusion that dedicated
nuclear heating systems, such as SES-10, are economically competitive even
with large nuclear co-generation plants.

This low capital cost, when combined with the low-operating expenses
resulting from unattended operation, gives a low unit cosb of heat
supplied by a SLOWPOKE Energy System. The actual cost for a specific
application depends on unit size and load factor, as shown in Figure 2.
For example, an SES-10 system used to heat a building with a 40% load
factor could provide hot Welter at approximately 2 cerits/kW, h.

Also evident from Figure 2, the cost of heat from systems greater than
6 MWt is competitive with oil fired systems even with oil prices as low as
Canadian $15 per barrel (equivalent to US $12 per barrel). An attractive
market segment, even with depressed oil prices, is remote communities
where oil is the primary fuel and transportation costs dominate the
pricing structure The unit heat cost from oil-fired systems in several
of the larger communities in Northern Canada is included in Figure 2 for
comparison. It is anticipated that this data Is also representative of
the general situation around the world.

This analysis confirms the viability of small nuclear heat sources as
an economically attractive alternative to conventional heating systems in
many countries.

The SLOWPOKE Energy System is a major step forward in demonstrating
the technical and economic viability of applying small nuclear energy
systems to building and process heating applications. Furthermore, the
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low capital investment required for a SLOWPOKE Energy System, coupled with
the possibility of a relatively high degree of localization, even for the
first unit, are seen as attractive features to facilitate early adoption
by other countries that are striving to relieve their dependence on fossil
fuels.

The demonstrated performance of the SLOWPOKE research reactors in
university communities over the last 16 years, together with the
successful operation of the SLOWPOKE demonstration heating reactor,
provides the confirmation of unquestionable safety that is required for
public acceptance.

3.2 GERMANY, Federal Republic of
Basic information about the whole programme on the development of

nuclear sources for heat supply in the FRG were described in the
IAEA-TECDOC-431. In this subchapter the concept of the GHR 10 MW - The
Gas Cooled Heating reactor is introduced:
Introduction

The GHR was designed for a thermal output of 10 MW. This corresponds
with the heat demand of an urban area of 3000 - 5000 inhabitants. This
power unit can be used as a basis for a wide range of applications either
in combination with a fossil fuelled additional heater to meet high
fluctuations of heat demand or in a favourable step--by--step construction
of several GHRs on one site, if local heat demand increases. If, however,
a demand of about 100 MW and more has to be met it will be more suitable
to use a small or medium size HTR, because this HTR offers the possibility
of the cogeneration of electricity and industrial steam.

An essential characteristic of the nuclear short-distance heat supply
system is the possibility to place the reactor in the immediate vicinity
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of the consumer. This arrangement is possible with a GHR without any risk
to the population since this reactor makes extensive use of the speific
inherent safety characteristics of the high-temperature reactor.
Inherent Safety Characteristics

Negative Coefficient to Temperature assures that a temperature
increase of less than 100°C is sufficient for automatic shutdown, Thus
the temperature dependence of the reactivity is available as an "inherent"
shutdown mechanism in addition to the scram system. The maximum possible
fuel temperatures remain far below the design limits.

If all shutdown systems of the GHR should fail, the reactor would
first shut down automatically and then stabilize at a maximum tpmperature
of 850°C, if simultaneous depressurization is assumed.

Co re s t rue t u re and... fu e 1 e 1 erne n t s are composed of graphite having a
sublimation temperature of about 3500°C, which together with a high heat
capacity of graphite allows for an uriproblematic storage of large amounts
of heat. This results in a very slow temperature rise when heat removal
fails totally. The fission products are almost completely retained within
the coated particles up to about 1800°C, noticeable damage to the coated
particles will only occur at temperatures above about 2000°C. A core
meltdown is ruled out as a general principle. Serious damage to the
prestressed concrete reactor vessel is impossible as well.

The power density of 2 MW/m^ in the GHR is very low. Therefore
disturbances between heat production and heat removal result in extremely
slow temperature transients. This also applies to the case of
deprussurjzation as the hoat capacity in the GHR is independent of the
coolant.

The helium coolant is chemically neutral even at high accident
temperatures.

In addition, the phase-stability of the helium coolant ensures that a
sudden drastic reduction in fuel element cooling can be ruled out.

Total loss of coolant is impossible in the GHR. The coolant pressure
of 1 bar which is established in a depressurination accident is sufficient
to ensure cooling.
Plant Design

The nuclear heat generating system (primary system) is integrated into
a prestressed concrete reactor vessel equipped with a gas-tight liner and
is composed of the reactor core and internals, a primary coolant
circulator and the liner cooling system. (Fig.3)

The primary circuit is operated with helium at a pressure of 15 bar;
the hot gas and cold gas temperatures are 450 and 2bO°C, respectively.
The main design data of the circuits are listed in Table 2.

The pebble bed core consists of totally 28 350 spherical elements
of 6 cm diameter, 60% of which are fuel elements, 36% pure graphite
pebbles and 4% absorber elements. Heavy metal content per pebble is 20
g. Uraniurnoxide contained in 0,9 mm diameter coated particles is 20%
enriched. The pebble bod is stationary, i.e. no fuel circulation or
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FIG.3. GHR 10 MW heating reactor plant.
Prestressed concrete reactor vessel with internals.

reshuffling is required during operalion. The temperature coefficient
is strongly negative providing good operational stability and safety.
The fuel is exchanged only once every 15 years. The spent fuel
elements (burn-up approx. 75.000 MWd/t) can be stored in casks and
transported to a final storage.

The heat is transferred from the reactor to the intermediate
circuit via the liner cooling system acting as a primary heat
exchanger. The heat exchanger is operated at 95°C inlet arid 135°C
outlet waterside temperatures with a system pressure of about 10 bar.
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Table 2

MAIM DESIGN DATA

Primary System (Helium Circuit):
Thermal power 10
Core volume 5
Power density 2
Wumber of spherical elements 28.350
Inlet/outlet temperatures 250/450
Mass flow 10
Pressure 15
Circulator power 200

Secondary System (Intermediate Circuit):

MW
m3
MW.cm2

°C
kg/s
bar
kW

Temperature
Pressure
Water flow rate

95-135
10
60

District Heating System (Consumer Circuits)
Temperature
Pressure
Water flow rate

60 - 120
15
40

°C
bar
kg/s

°C
bar
kg/s

The heat from the intermediate circuit is transferred to one or several
consumer circuits (local heating systems) operating at a water supply
temperature of 120°C (at 100% load) and 60°C return temperature at
a pressure of 16 bar (cf. Fig.4).

Reactor pressure vessel Outside reactor
pressure vessel

Outside plant

120 «c 120 *C

District heating
circuit

Additional
heater

IS bar
40 kg/s
60 «C

FIG.4. 10 MW gas-cooled heating reactor —
heat flow diagram.
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The GHR is very flexible with regard to these consumer circuit
layout parameters and can easily be adapted to modified consumer
requirements.

Shutdown Concept

The GHR is provided with two shutdown systems for reactor shutdown
consisting in total of 24 absorber rods accommodated in bore holes in
the side reflector.

This first shutdown system consisting of 6 roads is capable on its
own to take the reactor to a safe condition under all events of
maloperation and design basis accidents also for a prolonged period.
The control rods are withdrawn individually one after the other and
drop into the reflector by gravity at a rate of 10 cm/s.

The second shutdown system comprises the remaining 18 control
rods. They are subdivided into three groups. Six of these rods each
are additionally provided for trimming and control. The effectiveness
of the second shutdown system is higher than that of the first shutdown
system. Therefore also the second shutdown system is capable to take
the reactor to a safe condition under all events of maloperalion and
design basis accidents also for a prolonged period,

Withdrawal of the rods of the second shutdown system is only
possible, if all the rods of the first shutdown system are in their
upper end positions.

Decay Heat Removal Concept

Decay heat and the stored heat can be removed using the following
systems :

Plant main cooling system using the local heating system as a heat
sink :
if operable, the main cooling system is used for operational decay
heat removal and for decay heat removal in the event of accidents,
no specific requirements are however made to its availability.

Two—loop decay heat removal system:

In the event of failure of the plant main cooling water system, the
decay heat is removed via two decay heat removal loops. Each decay
heat removal loop is connected to an intermediate circuit with a
decay heat removal cooler.

Each loop of the decay heat removal circuits is so designed that in
the event of damage in the second loop and failure of the external
electricity supply the total decay heat can be removed. This
applies to the pressurized reactor as well as to depressurization
of the primary system.

- Decay heat removal through the prestressed concrete reactor vessel
wall:

Even in the extremely improbable event of total failure of the
intermediate cooling loops the decay heat can be removed through
the wall of the prestressed concrete reactor vessel with the
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reactor pressurized as well as under depressurized conditions. In
this case the final heat sink is provided fay the structures of the
reactor cavity and the ground outside. The heat conductance will
be sufficient so that no safety relevant temperatures are reached.

Activity Containment
The concept of activity containment is based on the multibarrier

principle
- coated fuel particle
- graphite matrix of the fuel element
- prestressed concrete reactor vessel
- reactor building.
Accident Behaviour

The accidents used as a design basis for the GHR are classified
under the following categories:
- Failure of main heat sink
- Loss of cooling
- Depressurization of the primary system
- Reactivity accidents
- Water ingress in the primary system
- Water ingress in the intermediate cooling circuit
- External accidents,
Total Failure of all Decay Heat Removal Systems with Simultaneous
Depressurization of the Primary System

Total failure of all decay heat removal systems with simultaneous
depressurization of the primary system was analyzed.

The functional capability or incapability of the decay heat removal
circuits is of no importance to the temperature behaviour in the core.
The temperatures of the prestressed concrete reactor vessel are lower
than the temperatures of the pressurized reactor.

Based on conservative assumption it can be estimated that the
maximum equivalent whole body dose resulting from the release of
radioactive iodine and radioactive noble gases amounts to no more than
10 mrem.

This favourable situation results in a very high flexibility with
respect to site selection. GHR plants can be sited near urban centres.

3.3 SWITZERLAND

In Switzerland efforts are made to alleviate the problem of air
pollution by fossil fuel burning through the introduction of nuclear
district heating.

In the vicinity of the nuclear power plants the district heating
nets are fed with heat from the power plant through a cogeneration
mode. This heat generation is attractive as well as from an economical
as from an energy standpoint since to produce one KWh of district heat
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one has to sacrifice only 1/5 to 1/8 of one KWh of not produced
electricity. The 50 MW net REFUWA fed by the power plant Beznau is in
operation. The WAL-net also fed by Beznau and the FOLA--net fed by
Gösgen are in the detail planning stage; both projects are in the
midst of the political acceptance process, some obstacles have been
taken, some are still to be overcome.

Due to the small but existing heat and friction losses associated
with the transport of hot water the district heating nets can not be
extended over longer distances. The most part of the Swiss are living
due to historical reasons (originally mostly farming) in small
agglomerations. In Switzerland the average community size is around
5000 inhabitants. This population structure and the difficulties and
costs to transport heat over longer distances led to the concept of a
small district heating net fed by a small nuclear reactor dedicated to
produce heat at low temperature.

Joint industrial and governmental conceptual studies of throe
district heating reactors have been made and are now in an evaluation
phase to select one concept for further development loading to a
demonstration-plant to be built in a few years.

The development of such a small district heating reactor is
naturally not without risks. Probably the most obvious problem is the
economics. Very small reactors tend to be relatively expensive due to
the inverse economy of scale. However due to the srnallness of the
reactor and the operating point at low pressure, at low temperatures,
the large heat capacities and the large margin to any material
failure-limits the designer has many possibilities for a simple and
innovativ design. - One other risk is the development problem. On one
hand one has the extensive technological experience from the power
plants tempting the designer to make a miniature version of the
existing plants to minimize the development risk and on the other hand
one has the possibility to go new ways perhaps for a supersafe design.
Both ways have their different problems towards development and public
acceptance risks.
3.3.1 Swiss conditions for nuclear heat implementation

The design objectives valid for all concepts serve to assure
that the development goals are met and to allow a comparison of the
concepts.
- Power level, the anticipated deployment of the district heating

reactor for typical Swiss communities, and therefore hoping for a
considerable market, led to fixation of a reference power level of
10 MW, but with a flexibility to increase the power level to 50 MW
using the same technology.

- District heating net conditions. Most existing Swiss district
heating nets, fossil burner or nuclear cogeneration fed are
operating at a pressure level of 16 bars and a hot leg temperature
of 120°C. These conditions shall also be valid for the small
district heating reactor. In order to keep the pipeline as short
as possible the heat-source, the reactor, has to be situated close
to the population.

- Automatic operation. The small district heating shall operate
automatically, without personnel at the site neither to control
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operations nor to guard the installation. The reactor shall be
user-friendly so that daily control tours by not nuclear trained
personnel can ensure safe operation, This objective comes from the
realisation that such a small reactor can only be economical if the
operating-costs are kept low and that for the acceptability by the
community the behaviour of the reactor has to be benign and
fail-safe demonstrated by the absence of operating personnel

- Licensibility. In order to ensure the safety of the concepts the
Swiss Regulatory Commission (HSK) has been contacted to judge the
possibility of a future licensibility of the various concepts.
Because of the proximity of the envisioned site of the reactors to
the population-centres and the foreseen automatic operation of the
reactor the HSK has issued a draft-statement of the safety
requirements for such reactors. They require that allowed
doserates shall be one order of magnitude smaller than the already
stringent requirement for the power plants. To allow automatic
operations these requirements state also that for 100 hours after
any accident no outside interventions are needed in order to
prevent any harm to the environment. HSK does not require but
favours strongly that safety ensuring equipment is of an inherent
safe type.

— Widely available commercial fuel. To ensure the availability of
fuel, the reactor shall operate with fuel which can be commercially
purchased from a variety of vendors from various countries.
Waste. The radioactive waste from the fuel cycle as well as from
the decommissioning of the reactor shall be integrable in the
existing Swiss wastemanagement concept.
These objectives are to be met by all three concepts in order to

participate in the evaluation phase for the demonstration plant. The
evaluation will judge the concept according to the economic aspects,
like investment- and operating costs; to the operational aspects, like
reliability, refuelling intervals and operator-friendliness; to the
safety- and acceptance aspects, like degree of inherent safety and how
much the safety goal can even have been exceeded.

3.3,2 NHP concepts developed in Switzerland
There are three I\IHP concepts now under development in

Switzerland, based upon the idea that the grid capacity should be
adapted to the predominant size of individual communities. Thus unit
sizes between 10 and 50 MW were identified as a reasonable range that
each reactor concept should be able to cover.

A grid supply temperature of 120°C at 100% load was considered
appropriate for most applications. An essential feature of small
reactor economy is the operation without permanent presence of
personnel. The following description of the three concepts refers to
the reference 10 MWth units. Main characteristics are summarized in
Table 3.
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Table 3
MAIM REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

SHR GHR GEYSER

Core thermal power [MŴ n]
Mean power density [kW/l]
Active core height [m]
Fuel inventory, UC>2 [t]
23 5y enrichment [%]
Mean load factor
Residence time in core [y]
Primary circuit circulation
Pressure [bar]
Coolant outlet temperature [°C]

10

14.1

0.8
1.5

4.5

0.5

ca 13
natural
15
189.3

10

2

2
0.6

20
0.5

14

forced
15
450

10

35.0

0.8

0.8/0.6

8/20

0.5

15

natural
4.5
156

(a) The SHR-Concept
This concept is based on BWR technology. The reactor, together

with its support equipment, is located underground and protected
against external events. The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is
submerged in a 10 m deep water pool, serving both as radiation
shielding and as backup heat sink. The reactor building extends 8 m
above ground level and covers an area of 19 x 21 m (Fig.5). [See also
the IAFA TECDOCS 397 and 431],

Small absolute power, low power density and modest coolant pressure
favour the integration of the primary circuit within the RPV. An
annular heat exchanger (helical tube type) is located above the core.
Core heat is transferred by natural convection of the primary coolant
along channels which act as chimneys, through the heat exchanger, and
into the intermediate circuits. Operating the primary coolant at
saturation temperature and allowing boiling to occur, eliminates the
need for a pressuriser and enhances natural circulation. The reactor
core consists of BWR~type fuel elements and cruciform control rods with
hydraulic drives. Each rod actuator requires a single hyraulic
connection pipe.

The steol RPV is surrounded by a shroud providing a gas gap which
insulates the vessel thermally from the water pool. The pool also
contains storage racks for spent fuel and is sealed by a steel liner
forming the containment. The pool water temperature is kept at about
30°C by means of a small air cooler.
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FIG.5. The SHR-Concept.

In normal operation, heat is transported through the intermediate
circuits and the secondary heat exchangers to the distribution grid.
Should the normal heat path be lost, the reactor is shut down by
stopping the hydraulic pumps which koop the control rods withdrawn
during power operation. This allows them to drop. At the same time,
valves open allowing the insulating gas to escape and the pool water to
flood the annular gap around the RPV, thus establishing a thermal
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bridge. The decay heat is then removed directly through the RPV wall
into the pool. Its thermal capacity is so large that a cooling system
is not necessary to ensure safety.

The reactor core consists of 32 fuel elements, each consisting of
78 fuel pins with an active length of 80 cm, an outer diameter of 12,3
mm and a pitch of 15,4 mm. The fuel is 4,5% enriched U02, with
Zircaloy cladding. 10 out of the 78 pins are gadolinium-poisoned with
a concentration of 5,5 wt % Gd203. The average power density is
about 14 kW/l. The core is controlled by means of 13 short, BWR-like,
top-inserted control rods.

b) The GHR-Concept
This concept is based on HTR technology and is developed by the BBC

(see sub-chapter 3.2 of this report). The reactor is located
underground. The primary circuit is integrated within a prestressed
concrete reactor vessel (PCRV) with a gas-tight liner and consists of
the pebble bed core, the graphite structures, the control rods and the
gas circulator for the reactor coolant (helium) (see Fig.3). The PCRV
liner together with its cooling system functions as the primary heat
exchanger. The heat is transferred through an intermediate water
circuit to the distribution grid, as shown in Figure 4. For a detailed
description see sub-chapter 3.2.
c) The GEYSER-Concept

This concept is basically a swimming pool reactor. The core is
located at the bottom of a 30 m deep water pool which statically
provides the necessary overpressure. The pool has a diameter of 2.5m
in the lower and 6.2 m in the upper section arid is fitted with a double
liner with vented interspace.

Primary and intermediate circuit circulation is by natural
convection. Primary coolant buoyancy is enhanced through partial
evaporation in a diffusor above the core, heat transfer to the primary
and secondary heat exchanger is by condensation. Reactor power is
controlled by variable boron concentration in the coolant. l\lo absorber
rods are used.

The primary circuit with its appropriate boron acid concentration
is thermally separated from the highly borated pool. There are,
however, two physical connections between the primary circuit and the
pool: one direct connection tending to increase the coolant boron
content and one connection via an evaporator inside the core outlet
diffusor tending to decrease the coolant boron content by dilution with
boron free condensate. The adequate balance of the two effects
determining the reactor power is inherently controlled by the grid's
load demand. Varying load requirements change the steam volume under a
dome and thus the pool surface level, which in turn determines the
amount of highly borated water entering the primary loop. Any
foreseeable disturbances in reactor operation will ultimately lead to
flooding of the primary loop with borated pool water and thus to
reactor shut-down. Decay heat is removed through natural convection
coolers.

The GEYSER system is entirely passive, safety functions and control
is completely autonomous.
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The reactor core can be built-up from TRIGA type uranium hydride or
from conventional oxyde fuel elements with built-in burnable poison.
Mote: Because the GEYSER-concept differs very much from others and

brings new design of passive safety system, the paper by G.
Vécsey and P.G.K. Doroszlai, presented at the AGM in Winnipeg
is enclosed as Attachment 1 to this FECDOC.

3.4 United States of America
Nuclear district heating is not likely to be viable in the U.S. in

the near future for several reasons. Because of accidents at TMI and
Chernobyl, the public will likely require a number of years of
incident-free performance from existing nuclear plants before accepting
expansion in the current programme. Likewise, many utilities still
consider nuclear plants a high investment risk because of uncertainties
in the regulatory process, construction schedules, and interest rates.
Advanced reactor designs with inherent safety features'may shorten the
period for re-acceptance of nuclear plants by the public arid utilities,

From the economic point of view, the U.S. has, throughout its
history, enjoyed an abundance of relatively inexpensive fossil fuels
for heating. Even during the oil crisis of the 1970s, the prices of
heating oil and natural gas in the U.S. were less than the world market
price. Because there has never been an economic incentive, district
heating networks have not been introduced in the U.S. except for
institutional building complexes such as universities, hospitals,
national laboratories, and some military bases. Current expectations
are that the price of natural gas will remain low for many years due to
projections of large reserves above the 15,000 ft. level, Thus, the
combination of the lack of economic incentive, the issues of public
accceptance and investment risk, nuclear district heating is not likely
to be viable in the U.S. for several years.

Note: Outlooking from the fact that nuclear heat is not likely to
be applied in the U.S. in the near future, several types of
reactors are now under development (i.e. of HTR type) or
could be designed on the basis of proven technologies i.e.
the TRIGA reactor of the GA Technologies'), which could be
used for heat supply. Because the principles of HTR-type
utilization for nuclear heat application were shown in
subchapter 3.2, a shortened version of a paper by R.W. Schleicher,
describing the TRIGA Power System is enclosed to this report as
Attachment 2 (originally presented at the AG meeting in Winnipeg).

3,5 Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics
Description of the Soviet specialized IMHPs - the AST-500 and

AST-300 were already introduced in the IAEA~TECDOC~397 and mainly in
the IAEA-TECDOC-431.

In this part of the report, the realization of "inherent safety
principles" in the Soviet AST-500 and AST-300 I\1HP designs is explained
and the frames and main results of the supplementary safety analyses
are introduced, which were one of the reactor safety measures taken in
the USSR after the Chernobyl accident.
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3.5.1 Materialization of the "inherent safety principles" in the
AST-500 and the AST-300 Reactor Designs

Broad experience in the development and operation of IMPPs
based on the vessel-type water-water reactors was one of the main
reasons for the USSR when the choice has been made of a reactor type
for the WHPs. Even if this type of reactor is a proven one, several
additional safety requirements have had to be introduced in the design
of the reactor for production of heat. One of the main design goals
was to use to the maximum possible extent the inherent safety
principles, i.e. to apply passive safety systems working on the base of
the natural laws of gravity and thermodynamics.

One of the most global criterion of the above principles is the
self-régulation degree under normal operation and emergency conditions.

A high degree of the se If-regulation in the AS1 reactors is
achieved by the following:
(a) the reactor core and the primary circulation circuit are designed

in such a way that negative temperature, void and power effects of
the reactivity are ensured under all operation, transient and even
emergency conditions due to the combination of boric acid
concentration in the collant and the burning-off absorbers : n the
fuel.

b) Using the natural circulation in the main coolant circuit both
under normal operation and emergency conditions in combination with
the integrated arrangement of the main circuit equipments;

c) Absence of any pumps in the main circuit expels accidents related
to their possible damages or the Kit-IP power loss, promoting thus
more "soft" and dynamic operation;

d) The "rigid" heat coupling between the coolant flow and the WPP
power facilitates the heat output "self-profiling" according to the
grid demands

Heat discharge from the reactor to the heat-supply system water is
done via three autonomous loops of tho inbermediato circuit. Such
three-loop system assures also the decay heat removal from the
shut-down reactor under all emergency conditions,

Tn normal reactor operation conditions water circulation in
secondary circuit loops is reached by the circulation pump. However,
for the emergency reactor cooling in cases like the power loss of the
heating system, the pumps damage or potential accidents caused by
external effects, throe independent emergency cooling systems are
envisaged, corresponding to the three secondary circuit loops. The
capacity of each system assures reliable emergency cooling of the whole
reactor by the natural water circulation

The peculiarity of the AST reactor is a large water quantity in the
reactor vessel and therefore a high possible heat "storage" of the main
circuit, what means that in case of the failure of all reactor heat
removal systems for reaching the upper limit pressure in the main
circuit is about two hours.
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The rigid heat coupling between the main and intermediate circuits
makes it possible to protect the reactor against the overpressurization
without mounting the safety waives in the primary circuit, what
excludes the possibility of the radioactive coolant release when the
safety valves fail to sit. It also excludes the possibility of
drainage of the reactor core.

Another safety feature of the AST-500 reactor construction is the
second protective safety vessel. This second protective vessel ensures
that the core remains fully inserted in water in case of the main
vessel depressurization; it also has a function of a barrier against
potential escape of radioactive products.

The basic featrues to ensure the AST reactor safety are:
- the natural circulation of the main circuit coolant under operation

as well as emergency conditions;
- the integrated arrangement of the main circuit equipment;

two-vessel design, where the basic vessel is mounted into the
safety vessel with a minimum clearance;

- the double fast-response stop valves, placed inside the safety
vessel and installed on the pipeline of the systems connected with
the primary circuit;

- three-circuit, three-loop scheme of heat removal from the reactor
with the intermediate separating circuit, wherein pressure is lower
than in the heat supplying system;

- the safety cooling system, based on the three independent loops,
works on principles of natural circulation and enables the removal
of heat through the line heat exchanger at the cost of evaporation
of the coolant accumulated in the tanks of the safety cooling
system;

- the fast response stop-valves, cutting~off the three loops of the
heat removal systems in the emergency depressurization of the heat
exchanger. (For more details see IAE(Y~TECDOC~431).

3.5.2 Supplementary safety analysis of the AST-500 reactor plant
In the design of the AST--500 reactor plant all credible

accidents, regulated by the national rules have been considered,
However in connection with the Chernobyl accident, supplementary safety
analysis for the hypothetical accidents was carried out, including:

accidents caused by deterioration or absolute loss-of-heat-removal
from the reactor into the district heating grid under postulated
failures of the safety systems;
accidents with uncontrolled positive reactivity excess due to
malfunction of the control rod ejection-systems or subcooling of
the reactor coolant, combined with malfunction of the emergency
protection systems;
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accidents caused by depressurization of the main circuit with
additional failures of the safety systems and with an absolute
heat-removal loss from the reactor;
accidents caused by multiplied operator errors.
The supplementary analysis of the above hypothetical accidents

confirmed a big degree of the reactor AST-500 inherent safety. The
results show that the operational personnel has enough time to recover
the protecting systems operability (from 12 hours to several days -
depending on the type of accident). However to strengthen the safety
some additional measures for improving the safety systems were carried
out at the WHP in the city of Gorki.

The hypothetical accident process course in case of absolute
heat-removal loss is shown in Fig.6; the same type of accident with a
simultaneous failure of the safety emergency systems is introduced in
Fig.7.

P.,safety vessel jointopening 1

outflow ofsteam and gas
mixture

0 _____________|______________________________
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 T rf.

FIG.6. The hypothetical process course with the absolute heat removal loss from the reactor.

P.O.
reactor vessel joint reactor vessel joint

closing_______

0,2 -

200 400 600 800 T sec.
FIG.7. Loss of the heat removal into the heat grid with simultaneous failure of the control and

emergency safety system.
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3.6 The OECD/NEA

Today, within the OECD/WEA countries, the small and medium-sized
nuclear power reactors (SMPRs) are the subject of increasing interest
and debate partly because they appear to offer flexibility in decisions
to invest for power production and in operating distribution systems,
but also because they could be used for other applications, such as the
production of heat and industrial co-generation in various
circumstances.

For more than 20 years the IAEA has been paying attention to the
development of SMPRs. The OECD IMucloar Energy Agency have also taken
notice of interest in this topic and when in 1983 the TAFA launched a
project initiation study into SMPRs, the OECD/IMEA assisted by making a
study of the potential market in industrialized countries. The result
of the study was published in 1985 as "Small and Medium Power Reactors;
Project Initiation Study Phase I".

Historically, the study of SMPRs began in relation to applications
such as co-generation, district heating, process heat supply or
desalination of sea-water. Until recently nuclear power had been
characterized by substantial growth not only in numbers, but also in
plant size, with economics of scale in favour of large plants. However
the sheer size of plants can have drawbacks in terms of the need for
large increments of capital investment, and in potential di fficultjos
in operating small distribution grids. These drawbacks are riot
necessarily absent in OCCD countries. Following the Chcrnobyl accident
interest in SMPRs for power production has increased as some design
concepts which hold out the hope of greater reliance on passive safely
measures are in the 300 - 600 MW range.

With this last point in mind it will be of interest to know that
both the OECD/NEA and the IAEA are undertaking studies of some aspects
of advanced technologies for light-water reactors. The OECD/I\IFA
studies will analyse the rationale for development of advanced concepts
and will provide an evaluation of technical features of advanced
concepts and an assessment of their ramifications and impacts on the
future of the nuclear industry. They will also provide the opportunity
for increased exchange of information and views about advanced
technologies for both reactors and fuel cycle facilities. This will,
the OECD/NEA hopes, assist in further development of nuclear
technology. The first results of these studies might have implications
for improved safety and reliability of currently operating plants as
well as improving fuel utilisation and the overall economics of nuclear
power, but the first of the new generation of power plants which might
be expected eventually to emerge could well be SMPRs used for non-power
purposes

It is to be believed that, SMPRs, could open a now market For the
nuclear energy utilization in the coming decade, in accordance with
their expected advantages, i.e.:

Mote: This sub-chapter is based on a contribution given at the ACM
in Winnipeg by Mr. Sumio Horiuchi, Deputy Director of the
OECD/I\IEA.
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Higher inherent safety
More simplified design
Modular design and construction
Easier operation and maintenance
Flexible siting

Less on~site work (préfabrication
Short-term construction
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Even severe reactor accidents - apart from Chernobyl - haue not
really called into question the overall safety of nuclear power, which
- if managed properly - remains safer and cleaner than any alternative
energy source. Countries making the decision to use nuclear hoat are
always interested to reduce pollution because nuclear power could be
part of the solution to the problems of acid rain and the carbon
dioxide accumulation. In addition to it this solution brings
conservation of resources of fossil fuels - valuable potential chemical
raw materials. In view of the current ready availability of uranium on
the world market one can expect assured nuclear fuel supply under
stable costs. These are the clear positives of the nuclear option.

On the other hand there is practically no direct market yet
developed for WHPs, because units which are not operated or are under
construction are very much "country-tailored" and there is not enough
operating experience which could be offered to meet the customers
needs. The deployment of new techniques and technologies is always
easier if demonstration could be made to potential customers

From the point of view of marketing the modular concepts should
possibly be more attractive because of their potentJal adaptability.
To prove it in practice should, of course, also need more experience
from operating units.

Questions of economy of the Mi-IPs were assessed in some countries'
studies but not too much of the outcome can be generalised. As to the
impact of plant size on the economy, designers usually say, 10 MW(t)
should be about the lower limit of economic viability. The Canadian
studies for the SLOWPOKE ? MW(t) units gave more optimistic views what
could, of course, be caused by the small si^e (and therefore also cost)
of the distribution network and the unmanned operation. As discussed
in earlier IAEA TECDOCs 397 and 431, the costs of the network mainly
for large centralized heat supplying systems, can affect the overall
costs very markedly,

Ways towards improvement of the economy of nuclear reactors are
followed in some now advanced reactor designs in the industrially
developed countries mainly in the class of reactors referred to as
SMPRs (Small and Medium Sized Reactors). Those ways include
simplification of design and fabrication procedures for many components
and systems what can reduce the cost of installation, of equipment and
impact on duration of the construction schedule Modules limited to
weight can be fabricated in shop environment and transported to the
site for assembling, The radical simplification and reduction of
amounts of constructional units impact again on the construction time
and facilitates also afterwards inspections, maintenance and repairs.
The reactors of IMHPs do typically belong to the class of SMPRs
therefore all these improvements can be and to some extent already are
applied on reactors for WHPs.

From the technical point of view this type of nuclear installation
is very promising because as shown in Chapter 3 of this report the?
designs of reactors for heating plants brought several important now
design ideas like for example the application of "inherent-safety"
principles. The employment of "natural physical laws" in self
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regulation and control processes is now widely envisaged in the
advanced reactor concepts. It can therefore be expected that - even if
later than foreseen - the WHPs will be applied as safe and reliable
sources for producing heat for space heating and warm water supply.
The expected time horizon could be after the year 2000.

The IAEA will in the future look into questions of nuclear heat
application in broader context with the small and medium power reactors
and advanced reactor systems. The Agency has been assisting Member
States in their case studies related to energy planning for a long
time, and in a similar way it can help in selection studies for ways to
cover the country's heat requirements. This Agency's assistance can
provide country planners, policy making organs, designers and engineers
with the global experience transfer toward a specific project,
contributing thus to its faster and easier performance.
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Attachment 1

GEYSER, A SIMPLE, NEW HEATING REACTOR
OF HIGH INHERENT SAFETY

G. VÉCSEY
Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research (SIN),

Villigen, Switzerland

P.G.K. DOROSZLAI
Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd,

Zürich, Switzerland

1. Introduction
The gross energy consumption of Switzerland did rise to just about

1 million TJ in 1985 at a rate of still more than 2% per year. The
fraction of imported fossil fuel - the source of air pollution subject
to strong public criticism - was higher than 60%. More than half of
the imported fossile fuel equivalent appears in the net energy
consumptions as low temperature heat.

Clearly, nuclear substitution in this sector would be desirable,
but is certainly even more under public criticism,

Without too much hope For an immediate way out of this dilemma, it
appears justified on medium term to investigate unconventional
solutions for nuclear heat generation with the potential of a more
convincing safety philosophy.

GEiYSEK represents such din approach for a nuclear district heating
system of high inherent safety. GEYSER intends to fulfill following
basic requirements in favour of public acceptance.

- Credible, convincing, passive safety based on simple natural laws
(inherent safety).

- Safe engineering instead of engineered safety, involving simple
deterministic processes instead of probabilistic considerations.

- Simple, approved components arid systems, widespread and wellknown
technology.

- Simple unmanned operation with walkaway safety.
Complete exclusion of human influence on safety related processes.

- Nuclear maintenance at site minimized to simple and safe
replacement of the core.

- Maximum available core life.
2• Basic Considerations of the GEYSER Concept

As opposite to power plants, district heating reactors are
characterized by:
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- relatively low temperatures
- low power density (long core life) and
- extremely slow load changes.

Reconsidering first principles of PWR operation, these
characteristic differences easily lead to some basic components of the
GEYSER concept, namely

- hydrostatic pressure in core
- natural circulation of coolant
- power control by burnable poison and borated coolant alone.

While none of these ideas are new, their unique combination
represented by the GEYSER concept leads at the very first time to an
entirely passive LWR system of high inherent safety. In particular the
GEYSER concept features:

- a self protected double containment
- a deterministic shutdown process with

- a self actuated afterheal removal to
a long term buffer hoat sink and
a passive ultimate heat sink.
The nuclear part is based on entirely passive, rugtjed, well proven

components, all essentially pressure free. Safely related and power
control processes are governed by simple hydrostatic and
therrnohydraulic processes credible to the layman.

Reactivity errors are inherently prevented, human influences
excluded by complote autonomy of the system.
3• System Co nf ig u rat i on
3.l Core

Tor thé GEYSER core conventional PWR fuel element? can be used with
moderate to high enrichment (8-20%) and appropriate excess reactivity
compensation by burnable poison (Fr, Gd). In the design study a TRTGft
(mixed U~Zr hydrides -compare Attachment 2) and a Belgonucloaire
(Oxyde) layout were in detail considered in a power range of 10-50 MW
with a core life in the order of 15 years. The burnable poison reduces
the actual control width of reactivity to a level which can be entirely
handled by boric acid dissolved in the primary water, without exceeding
the range of negative temperature coefficient.

For the cold shutdown state a maximum boron concentration of 1,500
pprn in the coolant is sufficient, this represents common praxis in
nuclear technology.
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As mentioned above, reactivity control is established by burnable
poison in the fuel and variable boron content of the coolant alone.
The need for the most critical active components - the control rods -
is eliminated, and the mechanical design of the core is drastically
simplified.

Simple and safe handling of the core is guaranteed by particular
arrangement of the fuel elements subdividing the core in two
essentially symmetric halves. For both groups of fuel elements the
transverse position is fixed by a pair of grid plates. The relative
vertical shift of the two half core groups results in all but the
operating position in a subcritical configuration (Fig. 1A).

In the operating position the core is suspended at the top flange
of the cylindrical reactor vessel. On removal, first the "lower half"
of the core is lifted by its chain support, the upper half with the top
flange starting to move only after the subcritical vertical shift has
been reached, removal and transport in standard containers take place
in this configuration.
3,2 Primary Circuits

The reactor vessel is placed near the bottom of a concrete pit of
considerable depth (35 to 50 m, depending on operating temperature of
the district heat system, i.e 90 - ]20°C) (Fig. 2A). The primary
coolant is leaving the core near the upper rim of the reactor vessel,

OPERATION TRANSPORT SAFETY

FIG. 1A. GEYSER core configuration.
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passes a set of 6 parallel heat exchangers (evaporators), enters a
corresponding set of long vertical diffusors, where partial evaporation
generates the drive for the natural circulation. About at mid depth of
the pool the primary condensors transfer the heat to the secondary
circuits represented by a corresponding set of HEX columns based on two
phase thermosyphons. Primary -condensate is mixed with the excess
liquid phase of the diffuser outputs in a tray and returns to the
bottom of the reactor vessel. The bell shape steam chamber of the
primary condensors are open to the level of the hot portion of the
heavily borated primary pool surrounding the entire primary circuit.
Its level in normal operation is slightly below the tray. The heat of
poolwrtter above this level is in equilibrium with the vapor pressure
and defines the condensation temperature in the primary exchanger.
Once the pressure is falling below a certain limit, the borated
poolwater is flooding the tray arid the reactor will be shut down by the
high boron contents of the coolant.
3.3 Cleaning Circuits

In the evaporator heat exchangers (see 3,2) part of the power is
transferred to a stream of hot poolwater driven again by its evaporated
fraction generated in a set of vertical diffusors. While the borated
liquid fraction returns at the upper end to the hot pool, the vapour is
condensed at the primary condensors and is mixing into the primary
circuit. The net effect is a slow but steady depletion of the boron
concentration in the core. Excess liquid can leave the primary circuit
by the tray overflow back to the hot pool.
3 4 Heat Transfer Systems

As shortly mentioned above the six secondary circuits are also
driven by two phase natural circulation. On top of the primary
condensors a corresponding set of secondary condensors is directly
installed. Each column represents a closed independent thermosyphon
cooled by the active ternary district heating circuit. This double
barrier and the reverse pressure gradient prevents contamination of the
district heating system.

Althouhg the hot section of the primary pool is thermally insulated
from its cold section and the secondary pool surrounding the entire
primary pool containment, some losses (1—2%) inavoidably appear at the
primary pool, mainly caused by a continuous exchange of primary pool
and primary circuit needed for power control (see below). This loss is
removed in normal operation by an active cooling system to the
atmosphere or any other heat sink.

Any leakage or rupture of the secondary or ternary circuits leads
to a sudden load change resulting in a self actuated emergency shutdown
(soe below).

4.1 Load Following Power Control

The maximum boron concentration of 1500 ppm in the primary and
secondary pool system covers excess reactivity, Xenon-Effect hot-cold
condition, power range and a safety margin for shutdown. In an actual
situation, however, only a minor concentration range is needed to cover
the reactivity change corresponding to the full power range (f.i. 130
ppm for a fREGA core).
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As a unique feature of GfcYSER in normal operation the boron
contents of the primary circuit is self adjusted by entirely passive
means in order to match the load requirements. Boron concentration
control is achieved by a dynamic equilibrium between two processes.
Slow continuous dilution is a result of the limited destination
capacity of the cleaning circuit (see 2.3) Wear the top level of the
cold part of the primary pool well adjusted boron inlet funnels with
level dependent inlet characteristics are installed, which lead to the
lowest points of the primary diffusors. The pool level, however, is a
direct measure for the deviation of heat removal by the primary
condensor and the power produced Jn the core, because the head is in
equilibrium with the vapour pressure in the primary condensor. By
proper choice of parameters - like pool and condensor bell cross
section, funnel inlet characteristics - a stable control system can be
established without a need for active components.
4.2 Shutdown

The normal operation range of the primary condensor pressure
corresponds to a limited level variation of the hot pool. By simple U
shape tubes leading from the condensor bell into the cold pari of the
primary pool this range can easily be limited at the upper bound.
Whenever the reactor power exceeds the heat removal capacity of tho
secondary circuit, the condensor boll pressure will discharge, the pool
will flood the condensor tray and the sudden increase of boron
concentration will load to a safe shutdown.

The safe shutdown by flooding of the primary circuit will also
appear whenever abnormal, sudden load changes caused by component
defects appear, and the limited control capability is insufficient
FurthcM" any leakage of the primary components will lead Lo a safe
shutdown. Inner (primary)and outer (secondary) pool arc only connected
by a bell in tho outer pool slightly pressuri/ed when oporaUng
conditions are reached. Whenever a leakage of one of the pools would
appear the corresponding change jn working conditions will aiso load Lo
a safe shutdown.

Once the primary circuit and the condensors are flooded Lhe
afterheat will be taken up by the entire pool system with a buffering
capacity in the order of months.

4.3 Startup

By means of an external hoater (steam generator) coupled to the
upper region of the primary pool and the upper end of the main
diffusors the GtYS'bK system can be started at a safe, limited speed.
Startup will be prevented if any of the components are leaking or
ruptured.

The standby steam generator can be used as a peak power source for
the district heating system.
5 • Design Stuglies

For the GEYSEK-Syslem a pilot study was carried out 1986 - 1987 at
STW. The results which will be published elsewhere can be summarised
as follows:
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Thermohydraul Le calculation proved, that stable conditions can be
achieved in the fourfold coupled circuits of the system (primary,
secondary, ternary and cleaning circuits) in the entire operational
range .

Control and shutdown processes were investigated based on two
different layouts of the core (Gfi-TREGA and Belgonucloairo) proving
that the core design is feasible.

Activation, corrosion, hydrolysis and related auxiliary systoms,
diagnostic instrumentation, decontamination - and recombination
system, ternary circuit control, core handling and decommissioning
were investJgated as far as feasibility, safety and cost
considerations were concerned. All results are satisfactory. Tn
particular all safety related problems can be solved without any
romarkable drawback for the inherent safety of nuclear subsystems.

Structural analysis has been carried out for the relevant
containments, showing that the system can easjly be laid out for an
earthquake intensity : > 10 or even higher.

Based on a preliminary design (Fig. 3A) investment costs of the
series facility were estimated involving industrial offers.
Because of its simplicity the GtYSER system clearly proves to be
economically competitive to other systems.

6 .
A full si/e model (height 32 m) with a simulated power of 0.5 MW

delivered by a steam generator was set in operation. The model
includes all four relevant circuits and the primary pool

For the boron control of reactivity electrical control with
appropriate time constants was used as a simulator.

Stable operation, shutdown process and power control feasibility
was demonstrated in a power range of Ib - 100%.

7 • Conclusion s and Acknowledgemeri t s
With the GEYSER- System district heating on a nuclear basis could be

realized economically at extremely high level of safety. Its simple
and completely autonomous functioning have been demonstrated on a full
size model. The safety principles proved in many discussions to be
convincing not only to the experts but also to layment of different
technical education level. The prototype proposal is presently
evaluated by the Schweizerische Schulrat.
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Attachment 2

TRIGA POWER SYSTEM
A PASSIVE SAFE CO-GENERATION UNIT FOR

ELECTRIC POWER AND LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT

R. W. Schleicher
G.A. Technologies, Inc.,

San Diego, California,
United States of America

1 Introduction
TRJGfl Power System (IPS) is a passively safe modular nuclear

cogoneration plant specifically designed for supplying reliable
electric power, and low temperature heat for space heating and
desalination. The FPS is a variable cogcneration system with a maximum
deliverable thermal output of 62 MWt and a maximum electric power
output of 11.5 MWe. The plant is based on GA Technologies 1RIGA
reactor nuclear heat source coupled with an Organic Rankino Cycle (ORC)
power conversion system. Those two proven systems have been combined
in a simple design with a calculated availability factor 95%. The
system arrangement employs a philosophy of total passive safety such
that no electric power or operator action is required to assure safety
or prevent damage. Additional, distinguishing characteristics of the
TPS arc: automated operation, minimal staff requirements, and low
radiation environment to facilitate maintenance.

The TRTGA roacLor was adopted as the nuclear heat source because it
uniquely satisfies the requirements for a passively safe, reliable,
easy- to--operale and maintain reactor in the sma] 1 si/re range. These
features are a result of the pool -style design and the uranium
zirconium hydride (UZrH) fuc-1 which contributes to the elimination of
active safety equipment

The "IPS concept is largely substantiated by the highly successful
operation of the 63 l R EGA reactors with more than 800 operation years
installed worldwide. The distinguishing difference is that the IPS
primary system is pressuri/ed to a modest lovel (2.9 MPa) to enable
heat generation at temperatures suitable for low temperature heating
applications and electric power production via the ORC.

2. TPS Cogeneration Plant Description
The I'PS cogeneration plant was designed to meet the top level

requirements listed in Table IB,
Although several arrangements for extracting heat are possible, the

preferred system arrangement is shown in Fig, IB whore a cogeneration
heat exchanger is located in series with the primary heat exchanger.
With this proross, temperatures of about 165°C or greater are
achievable. This temperature is more than sufficient for space
heating, desalination, or air conditioning by absorptive cooling.
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Table 1 B.
TPS TOP LFVEL DES!GW REQUIREMENTS

Performance

- Full range variable cogeneration of electric and thermal output.
- Full range load following of electric output from 10% to 300%

design power at 10%/min. independent at thermal load.
Capable of "Black Start".

- Normal cold start time of 1.5 hours.

Safety
- Use of completely passive safety features - no reliance on active

equipment, electric power, or operator action.
— Compliance with the intent of all U.S. Fédéra] and Wuclear

Regulatory Commission requirements for commercial plant licensing.

Probability of accident cause core damage less than 5 x ICT^/yr.

Availabilit

95% total plant availability for heat proclucbion and 90% for
electric power production.
7 days per year average scheduled down time for maintenance and
refuelling.

Sitinc

Capable of either isolated operation without connection to
established grid or synchronized with established grid.
Capable of meeting licensing requirements with a 50 meter site
boundary and a 1000 meter exclusion area boundary.

Reactor systems located below grade.
Suitable for location in high seismic areas.
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FIG. 1B. IPS co-generation plant arrangement.

An advantage of this arrangement is that it facilitates
continuously variable cogeneration for the full range of rated thermal
output for the reactor. Also, the system does riot require primary
system valves. An intermediate loop may or may not be incorporated at
the secondary side of the cogeneration hoat exchanger depending on the
process fluid chemistry conditions and sensitivity to fission product
release in the event of a leak in the heat exchanger. For practical
purposes, an intermediate loop would be incorporated for network
heating applications such as district heating and air conditioning.
Desalination or process steam generation may bo achievable without an
intermediate loop.
2 • * IV uic. 1 ear H eat So u r eg

The nuclear heat source consists of a single pressurized water heat
transport loop containing the reactor module which is illustrated in
Fig. 2B. Primary coolant water is delivered to the reactor module
inlet nozzle by the variable-speed primary coolant pump. Inside the
reactor module, the coolant flows through split insulated downcomers
and then up through the shrouded core assembly, where it absorbs the
nuclear-generated heat. The heated coolant then flows up through the
insulated riser, through the outlet nozzle and hot leg pipe to the
shell side of the primary heat exchanger, where it gives us part of the
heat to the power conversion system. Additional primary heat is given
up to the cogeneration heat exchanger before return to the suction side
of the primary pump. A small electrically heated pressurizer located
at the reactor module outlet maintains primary system pressure at a
constant value for all normal operating conditions.
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FIG. 2B. IPS reactor module.

An important feature of the TPS desiyn, which is motivated by the
objective to attain total passive safety, is the segregation of hot
water from cold water in the reactor model The intent is to mirumi/e
the amount of reactor coolant that is available to flash to steam in
the event of a primary pressure boundary rupture and, thus, ensure an
adequate coolant inventory for decay heat removal for all accident
conditions. The amount of hot water involved in normal power operation
heat transfer is only about 9% of the total volume in the roactor
module. The remaining water is maintained at about 72°C by the
auxiliary cooling system, which operates continuously by natural
convection. This feature eliminates the need for an active emergency
core cooling system.
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In the event of a loss of primary system flow, the modo of coro
heat removal shifts to natural convection hoat exchange with the cold
pool water (see illustration in Fig.SB). This is accomplished
passively by the presence of an open venturi no/r^le (Fig. 4B) in oach
of the downcornor assemblies. When forced Flow is teniunated, cold
water enters the verituri and is din/ G n by natural convection up through
the core and thermal riser, where it exits into the pool through the
riser vents. The auxiliary cooling system, which is 100% redundant,
continues bo remove heat from the pool by natural convection and
rejects the heat to the safety -related hoat sink. Thus, the decay hoat
removal method is totally passive. 3t requires no safety system to
detect loss of normal heat removal; roquiros no valves, pumps, or
actuated equipment; functions whether the system is pressuri/ed or
depressuri ^:ed; and requires no oiectric power.

The reactor core consists of 76 fuel clusters surrounded by 36
berry Ilium reflector elements. Fach fuel cluster contains V.5 nlloy 800
clad fuel rods which are approximately 1,3 cm in diameter and contain
97.8 cm of active fuel. The fuel is UZrH enriched to 19.9% U -235.
Tho fuel also contains a burnable poison, erbium, homogeneously mixed
in the alloy in order to attain high core loadings for long burnup
times without the need for a boron trim system. This vastly simplifie«?
the primary water chemistry control system.
2. ? Electric Power Production

The IPS power conversion systom is a sealed supercritical R-
Rankine cycle with a single turbine generator unit.
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FIG. 3B. IPS reactor heat removal for power operation
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FIG. 4B. TPS pressure balanced venturi.

The ORC power conversion system was selected because of its
superior efficiency at modest temperatures; its history of reliable
opération in automated, unmanned applications; its simplicity; and ils
compact design. The ORC system utilises refrigerant R-114 (DuPont
trade name "Freori" and Allied Chemical trade name "Genetron") in a
sealed power conversion system. The design has been demonstrated in
many applications.

The major plant design parameters are given in Table 2 B The
table shows that the design reactor power is 64 MW(t), which can be
converted to as much as 11.5 MW(e) of net station electric power or up
to 62.4 MW(t) of process heat in the all heating mode.
3. Total Passive Safety

The TPS incorporates a philosophy of total passive safety design
which includes the following features:
- A large prompt negative temperature coefficient which assures

passive, safe termination of large reactivity transients and
anticipated transients without scram, both without fuel damage.
Passive core reflood following loss-of-coolant accidents.
Passive core shutdown heat removal by natural convection (to the
ultimate heat sink). Loss of normal core heat removal does not
have to be detected, and shutdown heat removal does not have to be
operator-initiated.
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Table 2 B.

TPS PLANT DESIGN PARAMETERS

Reactor power, MW(t) 63.8

Pressuriser pressure, MPa 2,9
Average core outlet temperature 216

Primary coolant flow rate, kg/h 1.50 x 106

Turbine inlet temperature, °C, 204
Turbine inlet pressure, MPa 4,0
Secondary coolant flow rate, kg/h 1.45 x 10^

Condensing temperature, °C, 39.7

Heat sink temperature (wet bulb), °C, 26.9
Maximum net electric output *, MW(e) 11.5
Wet efficiency, % 18.0

\t ,\fMaximum thermal power t,o heat user , MW(t) 62.4

Average temperature to heat user, °C, 165

* Assumes no heat cogenerationx A-~..— - no electric power production.

- Passive confinement.
Wo need for safety related electric power.

- A large pool of cold water in the reactor module which assures a
minimum of 150 hours of heat removal in the event of a total loss
of heat sink event.

The TPS UZrH fuel retains fission products to a far greater degree
than other types of nuclear reactor fuel. Fig. 5 B. shows the results
of numerous experiments to quantify this important property. Assuming
an average fuel temperature equal to the peak fuel centerline
temperature of 720°C, only 1.3 x 10~3 fraction of end-of-life
fission product inventory escapes from fuel material to the fuel rod
plenum. Even allowing for as much as 1% clad failure, very little
activity will get into the primary coolant. This results in a very
clean primary system and very low accident releases. Calculations have
shown that the entire circulating water inventory can be released
directly to the environment at ground level (as a result of a LOCA)
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FIG. 5B. Fractional release of gaseous fission
products from unclad TRIGA fuel.

without exceeding dose limits at exclusionary area boundary (EAB) of
about. 50 m or low population zone (LPZ) of about. 1 km. This feature
also means that less radioactive waste, in terms of total activity,
will be generated by the TPS than other reactor types.

The plant design and layout provides for as-low-as-reasoriably-
achievable (ALARA) dose levels to plant personnel during plant
operations and maintenance. The thickness of the walls and roof of the
confinement was set at about l m to enable unrestricted access to all
areas outside the confinement. Due to the low levels of radioactivity
in the primary coolant, unrestricted access to the confinement area
(except in the démineraiizer bed area) is permitted during shutdown for
refuelling. This includes the condition when the reactor module head
is removed and refuelling activities are being conducted above the
module.

Features of the plant design including core prompt negative
temperature coefficient, low temperature - low pressure primary system,
and compact R--114 power conversion system make the TPS very responsive
to plant transient demands yet enable the plant to inherently contain
transients, such as due to reactivity additions, before they become a
safety threat and require plant trip.
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Finally, it should be noted that the TPS is also capable of
unlimited cold starts within 1.5 hours and black cold starts within
four hours.
4. Reliability and Maintainability

The unplanned plant unavailability, calculated by fault tree
techniques, is 3.5%. The planned plant unavailability, calculated via
preparation of a detailed maintenance, refuelling, and in-service
inspection (ISI) schedule is 1.3%. The total unavailability is,
therefore, 4.8% or, otherwise stated, the calculated availability
factor is 95.2%.

Maintenance activities for the TPS include planned and unplanned
maintenance, ISI and refuelling. Preliminary studies of these
activities, including a time-motion study of refuelling, were carried
out to assure that the proposed configuration facilitated case of
maintenance and that all planned maintenance and ISI could be carried
out during normally scheduled 18-month refuelling outages.

The total duration of these outages is seven days.
Several features of the TPS which facilitate maintenance and ISI

are :

Low-level primary coolant activities and reactor module location in
a pit enable unrestricted access to confinement and direct access
to primary loop components outside the reactor vessel during
shutdown.
When the reactor module head is removed for refuelling, unlimited
access is available above the reactor and full visibility to the
core and reactor internals is possible.

In~vessel spent fuel storage eliminates the need to transfer spent
fuel to a separate storage pool.
An 18-month refuelling period, instead of a minimum 12-month
period, further improves plant operability.
Primary pump rotor/impel1er assembly is removable without
decoupling housing from primary piping.
The U~tube primary heat exchanger and cogeneration heat exchanger
have tube plugging access at one end. Tube plugging is on the
freon (i.e., non-radioactive) side,
A straddle-mounted turbine design was selected to enable
single-shaft decoupling to replace the rotating seal between the
turbine and generator. This is the only active seal in the
secondary system.

Software for scheduling and tracking maintenance and ISI activities
will be included with the plant computer.
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5. Operabi lity

Ease of operation was one of the principal reasons for the
selection of the two basic technologies for the TPS. Because of their
totally passive safety characteristics, quasi linear control *, and
radioactivity free systems, TRIGA research reactors are typically
operated by technicians after a few weeks of training. Organic Rankine
cycle units are invariably designed for unattended operation. These
operating characteristics have been maintained in the FPS.

The easy—to-operate, "forgiving" TPS design avoids plant damage due
to unanticipated transients or operator error. The plant is "very
responsive" to all transient demands, including rapid load following,
without threat of damage to fuel and major structures. The following
major plant features, contribute significantly to an outstanding
overall plant operability:
- The large prompt negative temperature coefficient inherently

prevents over power transients which might cause reactor core or
plant damage.

- The TPS control strategy is based on variable primary and secondary
mass flows. This results in nearly constant fluid temperature over
the entire power range and, thus, minimizes stresses due to load
transients.

- The TPS fuel clad thermal expansion coefficient is greater than
that of the fuel so that it expands away from the fuel during power
transients rather than compresses against it, as is the case with
PWRs. Thus, the fuel is not prone to "ratcheting" failure in the
event of rapid power changes.

- The boiler feed-pump is on the same shaft as the turbine and
generator and accounts for about 10% of the shaftwork. This helps
protect against turbine overspoed following loss-of-load and
provides high assurance of maintaining the house load.

- The passive safety features enhance the ease of operation by
eliminating complex safety controls and engineered safety features.

- A sealed R-114 power conversion system prevents ingress of air and
moisture as well as outleakage of R-114.
Both a compact, single-stage, process-lubricated turbine and
process-lubricated pumps eliminate the need for additional
lubrication equipment.
The plant control room is designed so that only one operator is

required to run the plant. Plant control is "fully automated"
including startup from cold shutdown. This is made possible by use of
a distributed microprocessor-based control system that interfaces with
the plant computer.

Because of the very high negative temperature coefficient of
the UZrH fuel, power level approximates linear variations
with reactivity changes over a wide power range.
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The most important aspect of TPS operability is that no operator
actions are required to achieve short- or long-term safe shutdown of
the plant following an accident. The passive safety features assure
that the plant is maintained in a safe conditions. In fact, because of
the passive safety features, continued control room operation is not
necessary for safety after the reactor is tripped.
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